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▪7 nuclear power reactors
Doel NPP (4 reactors) & Tihange NPP (3 reactors)

operated by ENGIE Electrabel

 fuel is owned by Synatom (subsidiary of ENGIE)

all 7 reactors are planned to be shutdown in 2023-2025

▪ Fuel cycle
 initially: reprocessing with re-use of U and Pu (as MOX)

1993: suspension of spent fuel reprocessing 

Synatom envisions reprocessing of part of the spent fuel inventory

meanwhile, spent fuel is not declared as waste and stored at NPPs

Introduction
Nuclear power in Belgium
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▪Waste management organisation: ONDRAF/NIRAS

▪ “Operational branch”: subsidiary Belgoprocess
 treatment and conditioning of raw waste

 interim storage

▪ LLW: surface disposal in Dessel (in licensing)

▪ ILW, HLW: geological disposal is reference option
 to be confirmed by governmental decision

historically: most research on poorly indurated clays

e.g. HADES URL in Mol, at a depth of 220m in Boom Clay

Introduction
Radioactive waste management in Belgium
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Introduction
Geological disposal: current reference design
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Supercontainer

▪Design:
overpack in carbon steel (3 cm)

 concrete buffer at high pH (70 cm)

 stainless steel envelope (6 mm)

▪ Functions:
 containment during thermal phase

 radiation protection (<25µSv/h at 1m)

mechanical strength (handling, gallery 
support, retrievability,…)

Introduction
Geological disposal: current design for spent fuel & HLW
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Supercontainer for spent fuel

 4 UOX  assemblies

  2.1 m x 4.2 - 6.1 m

 47 t - 70 t



Why do we need spent fuel 
characterisation?
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▪2 possible scenarios are currently considered for SFM:
partial reprocessing: disposal of reprocessing waste + part of SF

no further reprocessing: direct disposal of SF inventory

▪ For safety studies and design & costing of the GDF, O/N has 
to estimate future waste inventories and characteristics

▪Methodology for reprocessing waste:
 radiological inventory of to be reprocessed spent fuel

 incorporation rates (tHM per CSD-V/C)

 carry-over fractions (e.g. fractions of H-3, I-129, U, Pu transferred to CSD-V)

Why do we need SF characterisation?
Future inventories of spent fuel and reprocessing waste
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▪ Spent fuel will be stored during several decades before disposal

▪ Fuel assembly and cladding should retain structural integrity 
(handling, heat removal, containment of radionuclides & gases,…)

▪ Aging mechanisms are dependent on:
 Storage type

 Characteristics of the fuel

▪ Aging mechanisms are driven by:
 Fuel temperature

 Internal pressure induced stresses

 Environment during storage + transportation

Why do we need SF characterisation?
State of spent fuel assemblies after interim storage
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▪ Temperature constraint on EBS (supercontainer) due to:
possible impact on the integrity of the concrete buffer

possible impact on corrosion rate of the carbon steel overpack

Leads to 3 requirements:

 sufficient cooling time

 total power of supercontainer
should be governed 

(depending on GDF depth)

 thermal conductivity of buffer
should be sufficiently high

Why do we need SF characterisation?
Thermal impact on engineered barriers
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▪ Temperature constraint on host rock:
 limit pore water overpressures which could damage host rock

PRACLAY experiment: 
 studies impact of heat on Boom clay

 in dedicated gallery of HADES URL in Mol

 started in 2014

will be kept 10 years at 80°C

 first results are in line 
with expectations

Why do we need SF characterisation?
Thermal impact on host formation
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▪ Temperature constraint on host rock:
 limit pore water overpressures which could damage host rock

▪ Temperature constraint on aquifer:
 regulatory temperature limit for groundwater

Leads to 3 requirements:

 sufficient cooling time

distance between the disposal galleries of 120m for SNFA

distance between the disposal galleries of 120m for future HLW

Why do we need SF characterisation?
Thermal impact on host formation
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 No human intrusion, no natural events that alter isolation

 Containment during at least the thermal phase

 Clay pore water saturates the EBS

 Degradation of EBS, metallic structures and fuel matrix

 Release of radionuclides

 Diffusion-dominated migration through clay (very slow!)

 Release of radionuclides into the aquifer system and the biosphere

Why do we need SF characterisation?
Long term evolution of the disposal system
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Why do we need SF characterisation?
Long term evolution of the disposal system

▪ up to 1 million years:
 fission and activation 

products 
 most impacting:

I-129, Se-79, Cl-36
! all difficult to measure RN
! Cl impurity at fabrication

▪ after 1 million years:
 actinides & decay products 

(not on figure)

 most impacting: Ra-226, 
Th-229
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▪during thermal phase: containment is guaranteed 
no water in overpack   no criticality risk (by design)

▪ after thermal phase: water ingress in overpack is possible

 in-package scenarios (altered geometry):

▪ no criticality risk for fuel with BU>35GWd/tHM

▪ different WMOs found minimal BUC requirement to be around 30-35 GWd/tHM

very long term: 

▪ dissolution of spent fuel and migration of radionuclides

▪ possible reconcentration of U isotopes by precipitation in EBS/host rock

Why do we need SF characterisation?
Long term criticality
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▪Spent fuel characterisation is needed in all steps of the 
development of a geological disposal system

▪Requirements take many different forms and have 
different levels of detail:
 short, medium and long term heat production (thermal impact 

on aging mechanisms, EBS, host rock and aquifer)

 safety assessments (incl. future waste): expected & unexpected 
evolution

▪Radionuclides that are most critical for long term safety 
(I-129, Se-79, Cl-36) are the hardest to measure

▪Spent fuel characterisation should be done as complete 
and as early as possible

Conclusions
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